
Don't Feed the Coos: A Magical Journey with
Jonathan Stutzman

Have you ever wondered what would happen if you fed coos? Well, the answer
might surprise you! Join us on a magical journey with the renowned children's
author, Jonathan Stutzman, as he takes us into the enchanting world of his latest
masterpiece - "Don't Feed the Coos". In this whimsical adventure, we encounter
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talking birds, fantastical creatures, and learn valuable lessons about the power of
friendship and imagination.

A Magical Concept

Jonathan Stutzman is no stranger to creating magical stories that capture the
hearts of both children and adults alike. With "Don't Feed the Coos", he once
again proves his storytelling prowess by crafting a world where ordinary coos turn
into extraordinary creatures when tempted with food. The concept might seem
simple at first, but it is executed brilliantly with Stutzman's vivid descriptions and
imaginative plot twists.
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The story revolves around a young girl named Frankie and her encounter with a
charismatic coo named Squawk. Squawk is a mischievous little bird who loves to
eat everything, but Frankie soon discovers that feeding him isn't just fun and
games. With every bite, Squawk transforms into a different creature, from a tiny
dragon to a majestic unicorn. As Frankie realizes the consequences of her
actions, she must find a way to restore Squawk to his original form and break the
magical spell.

A Lesson in Friendship
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While the magical elements in "Don't Feed the Coos" will surely capture the
imaginations of young readers, the heart of the story lies in its emphasis on
friendship. Through the dynamic between Frankie and Squawk, Stutzman
explores themes of trust, loyalty, and the importance of accepting others for who
they truly are.

As Frankie embarks on her journey to undo the magical transformation, she
learns that friendships require patience, understanding, and sometimes, sacrifice.
Through their adventures together, Frankie and Squawk form a strong bond that
transcends their differences, showing readers the power of empathy and
connection.

A Visual Delight



No story is complete without captivating illustrations, and "Don't Feed the Coos"
is no exception. Jonathan Stutzman collaborates with the talented Heather Fox to
bring his fantastical world to life. Fox's vibrant and whimsical artwork
complements Stutzman's words perfectly, creating a visual delight that immerses
readers in the story from beginning to end.
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From the colorful depictions of Squawk's various transformations to the
breathtaking landscapes that Frankie and Squawk explore together, the
illustrations in "Don't Feed the Coos" add an extra layer of enchantment to the
already magical tale. Readers of all ages will find themselves flipping through the
pages, eagerly soaking in the beauty and wonder of every illustration.

A Journey of Imagination

In a time where screens dominate children's entertainment, "Don't Feed the
Coos" offers a refreshing escape into the world of imagination. Jonathan
Stutzman masterfully weaves a tale that ignites young readers' creativity,
encouraging them to embrace their own imagination and explore the limitless
possibilities it holds.

As Frankie embarks on her journey with Squawk, readers are inspired to step
outside their comfort zones and embrace the unknown. Stutzman's enchanting
storytelling and Fox's captivating illustrations work hand in hand to create a world
that invites readers to dream, imagine, and believe in the power of their own
imagination.

"Don't Feed the Coos" is more than just a children's book. It is a magical
experience that resonates with readers of all ages. From the moment you open
its pages, you are transported to a world filled with wonder, friendship, and the
boundless power of imagination. Jonathan Stutzman and Heather Fox have
created a truly extraordinary book that will captivate hearts and minds, reminding
us all to cherish the magic that lies within us.
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Screen Reader : Supported

The dynamic team behind Llama Destroys the World returns with a laugh-out-
loud tale about the dangers…of feeding pigeons!

When you see a coo, you will be tempted to give it a treat.Coos are adorable,
peaceful, kind of silly.But DON'T FEED THE COO!If you feed one, they will ALL
come...

So begins Don't Feed the Coos, a cautionary tale that details the fallout when a
little girl decides to share some bread with a coo (aka pigeon). From the park to
home to the arcade to karate practice, the coos follow the generous-but-foolish
girl who didn’t heed the warning. Because when you give a coo a crumb…the
entire population of coos will come! But fret not: our spunky little heroine will
discover that even the biggest of problems can be solved with a little
determination.

In the grand tradition of If You Give a Mouse a Cookie, Don't Feed the Coos
reminds us that the most disastrous of reactions can come from the most
innocent of actions. Jonathan Stutzman and Heather Fox deliver another
ridiculous and hilarious story, sure to delight fans of The Bad Seed and I Want My
Hat Back.
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